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1  INTRODUCTION  

One of the important contributors to the South African economy is the automotive 

industry (Kaggwa 2008:3). The industry contributed 5.9% to the country’s gross 

domestic product (GDP) and created 30 100 jobs in 2009 (Lamprecht 2010:130; 

NAAMSA 2011:2). The South African automotive industry was integrated into the 

global market in 1995, and has seen an increase in foreign ownership since then 

(Damoense & Simon 2004:252). The industry is stimulated by the Motor Industry 

Development Programme (MIDP). However, this policy will be replaced in 2013 by 

the Automotive Production and Development Programme (APDP) in order to negate 

the costs of importing components using long supply chains and weathering a 

fluctuating currency (Mphahlwa 2008:2). 

The automotive industry is an important industry in the South African economy. The industry 

contributes extensively to the country’s gross domestic product and employment. It has 

embraced technology and management practices that have transformed the manufacturing 

environment using cutting edge design and visualisation tools. However, all is not as rosy as 

painted: the industry has fragilities and faces new and emerging challenges.  

The purpose of this article is to explore the South African automotive industry to determine the 

trends and challenges in the supply chain. The article, based on a theoretical analytical 

approach, reveals that the industry still has a long way to becoming a significant global player. 

The article concludes by mapping the challenges in the supply chain and suggests that the 

industry needs to fight to remain locally viable and internationally competitive, and should 

adopt a supply chain strategy that would be responsive to customer demands and 

expectations.  
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The South African automotive industry adversely felt the effect of the global recession 

(Van der Merwe 2009:1). The industry experienced a reduction in operation, and many 

employees were retrenched across different original equipment manufacturer (OEMs) 

(Naude & Badenhorst-Weiss 2011:71). The industry faced shrinking demand and 

margins, while the resources available to address these developments also shrunk 

(Swiecki & Gert 2008:2). These situations led to a major decline in global unit 

production and new car registrations and a subsequent decline in GDP of 0.5% in 

2009 and 2 571 job losses in 2009 (Deutsche Bank Research 2009 2). Naude and 

Badenhorst-Weiss (2011:96) assert that the South African automotive industry is not 

competitive due to its low percentage (an average of 35%) of local content in the final 

product (30% to 40% more expensive manufacturing than China and India). 

Supply chain management (SCM) is one of the important functional areas in the 

automotive industry and its contribution has been particularly noteworthy (Pires & Neto 

2008:328). In the automotive industry, most OEMs create 30% to 35% of value 

internally and delegate the rest to their suppliers (Afsharipour, Afshari & Sahaf 

2006:5).  As a result of intensified competition in the global market, the introduction of 

products with shorter lifecycles and growing customer service, automotive 

manufacturers have been forced to invest in and direct their attention to the supply 

chains (Naude & Badenhorst-Weiss 2011:70; Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky & Simchi-Levi 

2009:1).  However, SCM poses critical challenges for South African automotive 

manufacturers. Some of the challenges include the desire towards greater product 

differentiation, cost reduction and service improvement (Supplychainforesight  

2007:9); global recession (KPMG 2009:24); structural changes in the automotive 

industry; low levels of collaboration (Mphahlwa 2008:2) and stiff competition among 

manufacturers (Lamprecht, 2010:159). The industry is challenged to maintain its 

place in the market (Tang & Qian 2008:288). Hence, understanding the trends and 

challenges of the supply chain is not only paramount for SCM practitioners but also 

for South Africa as a whole.  

The purpose of the article therefore is to report on the trends and challenges of SCM 

in the South African automotive industry. The authors contend that the South African 
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automotive industry has fragilities and faces significant challenges in the supply 

chain. Therefore, an appropriate supply chain strategy is required to take the 

industry to a new level. The article makes two possible important contributions to 

knowledge. Firstly, it explores the South African automotive industry, revealing the 

trends of automotive production and sales performance. Secondly, it reveals the 

challenges in the supply chain. These challenges need to be addressed for the 

industry to become a significant global player. The article concludes by mapping the 

challenges of the supply chain in the South African automotive industry. 

The remaining section of the article present an overview of the global automotive 

industry, the South African automotive industry, SCM practices in the automotive 

industry and a related review of the challenges of the supply chain in the industry. 

2  THE GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY  

This section of the article presents an overview of the global automotive industry and 

its major components.  

2.1 OVERVIEW OF THE GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 

The automotive industry is one of the most global of all industries, with its products 

spread around the world dominated by small companies enjoying worldwide 

recognition (Barnes & Morris 2008:32). The industry comprises the largest 

manufacturing sector in the world, with an output equivalent to that of the world’s 

sixth largest economy (Organisation Internationale des Constructuers d’Automobiles 

(OICA) 2008:Internet). While the industry is a key activity in advanced industrial 

nations, the industry is also of increasing significance in the emerging economies of 

North and East Asia, South America and Eastern Europe (Nag, Benerejee & 

Chatterjee 2007:1). 

The industry is also one of the largest investors in research and development (R&D), 

playing a key role in society-wide technological development (OICA 2009:Internet). 

The global automotive industry is currently led by the main manufacturers (OEMs), 

that is, Toyota, General Motors (GM), Volkswagen, Ford, Honda, PSA, Nissan, BMW 

and Chrysler, which function in an international competitive market (Naude 2009:33). 
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According to Ciferri and Revill (2008:1), the economic crisis in 2008 triggered a 

major decline in the number of OEMs, leading to consolidation in 2010.  

2.2 IMPORTANCE OF THE GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 

According to the European Commission (2006:9), the automotive industry is a 

significant source of employment, a leading investor in innovative R&D, an investment-

intensive industry, an important source of fiscal revenues and a momentous 

contributor to trade (Charles 2009:7). The automotive industry contributes from 4% to 

8% of the GDP and accounts for 2% to 4% of the labour force in the Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. Afsharipour et al. 

(2006:1) further noted that today more than 700 million motor vehicles are registered 

worldwide with over 550 million vehicles (75% passenger cars) registered in OECD 

countries.  

In the world’s largest automotive market, the USA, more than 850 000 people were 

employed in the manufacturing sector at the end of 2008. However, China overtook 

the USA to become the world’s largest automotive market for the first time in 2009, 

with annual sales exceeding 13.64 million units. The Asian automotive giant Japan 

provided jobs to 725 000 people in the car manufacturing sector until 2008 (OICA 

2009:Internet). The overview given above gave some idea of the importance of the 

industry to the world’s economy.  

2.3 CONSTITUENT OF THE GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 

The global industry is constituted of the following major components, each with 

distinct requirements (Lamprecht 2006:16): 

• OEMs. This segment comprises passenger car, commercial vehicle and bus 

manufacturing. 

• OESs. This segment is made up of suppliers who manufacture and supply 

automotive parts and accessories directly to the OEMs for their service 

networks.  

• The independent aftermarket. This segment is responsible for the 

manufacturing and sales of automotive replacement parts and accessories 
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This resulted in an acceleration in new car sales from approximately 13 500 units to 

20 500 units between 1925 and 1929. The onset of the Great Depression in the 1930s 

halted the expansion of the industry until 1938/39, after which car sales improved. A 

third assembly company, the National Motor Assembly of Johannesburg, entered the 

market in 1939. In the aftermath of the Second World War, the South African 

automotive industry grew further and even faster. In 1945, the assembly plants Motor 

Assemblers and Car Distributors Assembly were established in Durban and East 

London respectively. The Chrysler Corporation established a plant in Cape Town, 

closely followed by South African Motor Assemblers and Distributors in Uitenhage in 

1948 and later by the British Motor Corporation in Cape Town in 1955 (Flatters & 

Netshitomboni 2006:3).   

All of the major vehicle manufacturers are represented in South Africa. Many of the 

major multinational companies use South Africa to source components and assemble 

vehicles for both the local and overseas markets. These manufacturers include 

Toyota, GM, Volkswagen, Ford (incorporating Mazda, Land Rover and Volvo), Nissan, 

BMW, DaimlerChrysler, and Fiat (Muller 2009:2). 

3.2 SOUTH AFRICA’S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY POLICY 

In South Africa, automotive production started in the 1920s. Government used tariff 

regulation and local content requirements to guide and protect industry growth 

(Kaggwa 2008:4). The initial phase that lasted until 1961 was a classical import 

substitution, favouring simple assembly in the domestic market. Very high protective 

tariff on imports created space for the development of an industry of small plants, 

producing many models in small volumes at a high cost (Department of Trade and 

Industry (DTI) 2004:8). By the early 1990s, it was evident that the hitherto inward 

looking policy stance was not sustainable in the long run. The industry had to comply 

with the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) and World Trade 

Organization (WTO) trade regulations (Damoense & Simon 2004:252).  

Domestic market constraints meant that exports had to play a big role in industry 

growth. The government realised that the industry needed encouragement with a 

number of ‘sticks and carrots’ to change and improve its competitiveness (Muller 
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3.5 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN AUTOMOTIVE 

INDUSTRY 

This sub-section of the article present the industry contribution to the country’s GDP, 

aggregate employment levels and trends and the industry performance in a global 

context. 

3.5.1    The automotive industry’s contribution to the GDP in South Africa 

The industry’s contribution to South Africa’s GDP during 2008 increased to 7.29% 

from 6.79% in 2007. Despite negative growth in the industry due to the effect of the 

global recession, the industry’s contribution to the GDP was close to the all-time high 

of 7.5% recorded in 2006 (NAAMSA 2009:Internet). Figure 2 shows the contribution 

of the automotive industry to the GDP from 1999 to 2008. 

Figure 2:  Contribution of the South African automotive industry to the GDP 

(Adapted from: Powels 2009:14) 

 

Based on research by Econometrix (Pty) Ltd, the automotive industry’s contribution 

to South Africa’s GDP during 2010 was calculated at 5.9% in 2009 and 6.2% in 2010 

(NAAMSA 2011:4). This indicates that the industry is moving away from the 

recession. 
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3.5.2 Aggregate employment levels and trends 

The number of people employed by the South African automotive industry (30 400 

jobs) showed a decline in 2009 compared to 35 900 positions in 2008. The 

aggregate industry employment declined by 5 500 jobs. This could be attributed to 

the extremely difficult operating environment, where manufacturers were under 

pressure to reduce operational costs as a result of the effect of the global recession 

(NAAMSA 2009:Internet). Figure 3 shows the South African automotive employment 

for 13 years, from 1997 to 2009. 

Figure 3:  South African automotive employment trends (Adapted from: 

Powels 2009:12) 

 

However, as indicated by NAAMSA (2010b:2), there was an encouraging increase in 

aggregate industry employment levels in 2010. The industry expanded by 1 217 jobs 

(4.3%) in 2010. Compared to 2010, the aggregate industry employment showed a 

marginal improvement of 0.2% in the first quarter of 2011 (NAAMSA 2011:2). 

3.5.3 South Africa’s automotive industry’s performance in a global context 

South Africa produced 78.7% of Africa’s vehicle production in 2005 (NAAMSA 

2009:Internet). This is relatively small in international terms, as it was less than 1% 

of the global market share and the country was ranked 19
th 

by size globally in 2005. 
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and Industrial Policy Action Plan as one of the priority sectors to fast-track growth 

and development. The positive developments and achievements in the South African 

automotive industry since 1995 have been driven by a supportive automotive policy 

regime. The 2020 vision under the new APDP, shared by government and industry, 

is to double vehicle production from the 2006 levels of approximately 600 000 units 

to 1.2 million units by 2020, with a much stronger development of the automotive 

component sector.  After the above overview of the global and national automotive 

industry, the focus of the article now shifts to SCM in the automotive industry. 

4 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT  

This section of the article reviews the concept of SCM in the automotive industry. It 

presents the definition and background of SCM, the framework of the automotive 

supply chain as well as the changing structure of the automotive supply chain. 

4.1 DEFINITION AND BACKGROUND OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

The automotive industry is highly competitive, characterised by growing international 

competition and increasingly demanding customers (Christopher & Rutherford 

2005:24). Increased competition and complexity has led to the supply chain becoming 

an important issue for companies (Hugo, Badenhorst-Weiss & Van Biljon 2004:5). 

According to Leenders and Fearon (2004:10), “SCM is the systems approach to 

managing the entire flow of information, materials and services from the raw materials 

suppliers through factories and warehouses to the end customer”.  

Christopher (2005:5) defines SCM as “the management of upstream and downstream 

relationships with suppliers and customers to deliver superior customer value at less 

cost to the supply chain as a whole”. In general, SCM involves relationships and 

managing the inflow and outflow of goods, services and information (network) between 

and within producers, manufacturers and the consumers (Gripsrud, Jahre & Persson 

2006:645). Although authors’ definitions of SCM differ, it exists in all organisational 

types and can be classified into three categories: a management philosophy, 

implementation of a management philosophy and as a set of management processes 

(Klemencic 2006:13; Lambert 2006:13).  
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4.2 IMPORTANCE OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT TO THE AUTOMOTIVE 

INDUSTRY 

Wisner, Tan and Leong (2008:17) observe that many businesses are only beginning 

to realise the benefits and problems that accompany an integrated supply chain. 

Businesses that practice SCM concepts continually improve their ability to reduce 

waste, decrease time, be flexible and cut costs, which ensure future profitability 

(Matsubara & Pourmohammadi 2009:91). With the implementation of a concept such 

as SCM, the automotive industry will become the largest growing and most lucrative 

industry (Zhu, Sarkis & Lai 2006:1041).  

In the age of electronic business and global outsourcing, SCM plays a crucial role in 

many of these areas. These include best-in-class, high-performance solutions that can 

be utilised by the world’s leading automobile manufacturing, logistics and distribution 

companies and retailers to blend the demand chain with the supply chain. SCM helps 

in demand forecasting; taking orders; giving accurate promise dates; sourcing and 

manufacturing the right goods; proper positioning of inventory; picking, packing and 

efficient transhipment; and, most importantly, SCM makes a world of difference to the 

manufacturers by maintaining a minimal finished goods inventory (goods in stock). 

4.3 THE CHANGING STRUCTURE OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY CHAIN 

The automotive industry has undergone a transformational evolution over the last two 

decades (Zhu et al 2006:1042). Historically, the industry operated under a ‘push’ model. 

In this model, marketing and sales take a best guess at market demand and then supply 

these forecasts to the design, engineering, financial and manufacturing teams to 

determine make and/or model production volumes (Howard, Miemcyk & Graves 

2006:91). With the boom of the internet, data have become much more accessible to 

both manufacturers and consumers of automobiles (Tang & Qian 2008:288).  

The industry primarily used lean, just-in-time manufacturing processes and their 

supporting technologies. Because the price tag for reengineering and supporting 

technologies used to be prohibitively high, efforts were limited to OEMs and their first-

tier suppliers. Important progress was made to ‘commonise’ process and technology. 
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However, these efforts were creating a widening process and technology gap between 

OEMs, first-tier suppliers and the rest of the automotive supply chain. As the internet 

became a common fixture in automotive business-to-business, competitive pressures 

grew exponentially (Tang & Qian 2008:288).   

The automotive industry is known for adopting mass production as its standard 

production strategy. Mass production relies heavily on a company’s ability to forecast 

demand accurately, which in turn guides the company’s decisions regarding 

operations and production. Characterised as a push system, forecast-driven 

production is a highly efficient but rather rigid system that utilises historic data and 

projections to create a production plan and makes use of existing configurations to 

produce products for stock (Zhang & Chen 2006:668).  

However, with changing demands in the business environment and the focus shift to 

mass customisation, forecast-driven production could no longer cope with a rapidly 

changing market. Companies’ operations are more initiated by the customer orders, 

not a forecast, hence the employment of a customer-order strategy (Holweg, Disney, 

Hines & Naim 2005:507). A customer-order-driven production approach is 

characterised as a pull system that produces the products for specific customer 

orders in a timely manner, thus avoiding stockpiles (Zhang & Chen 2006: 669). 

4.4 TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN THE GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY 

CHAIN 

Some of the trends and developments that are transforming the automotive supply 

chain reviewed in this article include the following: 

Globalisation: Globalisation is a key factor in the overall strategy of automotive 

suppliers. It has generated two kinds of suppliers in the automotive industry, namely 

global and local. Yesterday, giant companies either exported parts to offshore 

assembly plants or depended on local suppliers in each production location. Today, 

a new kind of supplier, the global supplier, has come on the scene. Suppliers with a 

global presence can concentrate volume production of specific components in one or 

a few locations. These materials are then shipped to plants close to the customer’s 
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final assembly plants where modules and sub-systems are built and sent to the final 

assembly line as needed. Apart from increasing competition in every market, 

globalisation provides organisations with the opportunity to find synergies and 

reduce costs (Mondragon, Lyons, Michaelides & Kehoe 2006:551).  

Outsourcing: Outsourcing involves the use of specialists to provide competence, 

technologies and resources to parts of the whole. Differences in labour costs and 

disadvantages in scale and scope are influencing the outsourcing trend. Outsourcing 

has created opportunities for both automotive suppliers and SCM providers (such as 

logistics and IT companies) to expand their businesses into adjacent areas. The 

automotive industry has continued to source from low-cost countries as manufacturers 

and suppliers continue to complement their commodities with more complex products 

and services (Mondragon, Lyons, Michaelides & Kehoe 2006:552). 

Modularisation: Modularity has become one of the most prevalent means to 

support product variety and achieve mass customisation. Carliss, Baldwin and Clark 

(1997:84), describe modularity as the process of “building a complex product or 

process from smaller subsystems that can be designed independently yet functions 

together as a whole”. It is a dispersed assembly system where activities are pre-

assembled and others are in a final assembled system (Fredriksson 2006:351). 

Modular architecture promised to make standardisation possible and offered a 

strategy for designing and mixing sets of standard components to provide maximum 

variety to the customer.  

Supplier parks: A supplier park is the co-location of supplier facilities close to the 

plant and relates to the choice of individual suppliers to set up a dedicated facility 

close to a customer. A supplier park is defined as a concentration of dedicated 

production, assembly, sequencing or warehousing facilities run by suppliers or a third 

party in close proximity (i.e. within 3 km) to the OEM plant (Howard et al. 2006 92). 

The number of automotive supplier parks has grown over the past decade, especially 

in Europe. Most OEMs have implemented some kind of Supplier Park. Typical 

activities carried out in automotive supplier parks include warehouse and inventory 
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management, sequencing, manual assembly and late configuration, and they range 

in size of having between seven and 24 suppliers (Chew 2003:21).   

Built-to-order: Build-to-order (BTO) refers to a supply chain strategy in which 

products are not assembled until a customer order arrives (Zhao & Lv 2009:30). 

Intensified global competition has led automakers to attempt to institute a BTO 

approach in which consumers will define the desired features of their vehicles before 

they are produced. In the more traditional and still prevalent ‘build-to-forecast’ 

approach, production is based on forecast demand and information received from 

dealers regarding prior sales. Recent industry analyses show a rise in vehicle body 

styles, colours and options. Traditional car models such as sedans, vans, hatchbacks 

and pick-up trucks are increasingly fragmenting into niches. Derivative car models, on 

the other hand, such as coupes, roadsters, minivans and two-seaters, as well as 

crossover vehicles such as four-door coupes, SUV coupes and sport vans, are 

growing. Automotive experts suggest that BTO is taking hold gradually (Howard et al. 

2006:94). 

The next section of the article articulates the challenges of the global and South 

African automotive supply chain. 

5 REVIEW OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES IN THE 

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY  

In this section, a review of related literature on the global and South African supply 

chain challenges is presented. 

5.1 GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY CHAIN CHALLENGES 

From a global perspective, fierce competition, fluctuating market demand and rising 

customer requirements have lead to customers becoming more demanding with 

increased preferences (Zhang & Chen 2006:668). Kotler Marketing Group (2009:3) 

noted that the automotive industry is faced with some of the most difficult and 

challenging circumstances and OEMs are scrambling to slash production and reduce 

manufacturing costs. OEMs are required to enhance quality, improve styling, 

increase organisational efficiencies and drive innovative features into their products 
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in an effort to attract customers and expand into new markets. The industry is at the 

cutting edge, adopting new technologies. OEMs are continually pressurising their 

tiered suppliers to reduce costs and increase output and quality (Kotler Marketing 

Group 2009:3).  

In recent years, the automotive industry has experienced strong competition on a 

global scale in highly competitive markets (Pires & Neto, 2008:328). From a 

worldwide standpoint, it has been challenged to face issues such as strong 

pressures to reduce price and delivery time; improve quality and overall customer 

service; deliver environmentally friendly products; substantially reduce product 

lifecycles; rapidly introduce new products; reduce the time-to-market and product 

development costs; supply new markets, both in geographical terms and in terms of 

new products; and strengthen relationships and intensify communication channels in 

supply chains in general (Pires & Cardoza 2007:72).  

Furthermore, the effect of the economic meltdown has lead to many automotive 

companies restructuring their operations (Lamprecht 2010:159; Swiecki & Gerth 

2008:2). In addition, the general macroeconomic and financial circumstances are not 

favourable. The cost of energy and raw materials continues to increase due to rising 

global demand. Strong fluctuations in exchange and interest rates pose another 

challenge. The government trade, safety and environmental regulations are also 

influential factors affecting the automotive industry (Veloso & Kumar 2003:26).    

5.2 SUPPLY CHAIN CHALLENGES IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN AUTOMOTIVE 

INDUSTRY 

The South African automotive industry faces several challenges supplemented by 

fierce competition (Muller 2009:2; Supplychainforesight 2010:Internet). As stated by 

the Supplychainforesight report of 2007, although the automobile industry in South 

Africa is in an advanced stage compared to other industries with regard to the 

management of the supply chain activities, the industry faces challenges of cost 

reduction and service improvement. The Supply Chain Intelligence Report (CSIR) 

(2009:Internet) indicated that the majority of companies in the automotive industry in 

South Africa not only operate with low levels of collaboration, but are also not 
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market-sensitive or reactive to the changing market. The Supplychainforesight report 

(2010:Internet) further highlights that the industry supply chain is more vulnerable 

than ever as a result of huge swings in demand and volumes experienced because 

of the global recession.  

In the study conducted by Naude (2009:99), important challenges for the South 

African automotive industry indicated are to produce at a competitive cost and to have 

the ability to respond quickly and reliably to first-world market demands. Naude 

(2009:265) further noted that the main supply chain problems in the South African 

automotive industry include pressure by OEMs to reduce prices, the price of materials, 

cancellation of orders, excessive inventory, the unreliability of rail transport and rail 

capacity problems, the high cost of South African ports, the cost of replacing outdated 

technology and broad-based black economic empowerment – achieving and verifying 

black economic empowerment scorecards. Further problems include a lack of skills 

and labour problems, both of which are time consuming to resolve.  

Furthermore, logistics issues are affirmed by Van der Merwe (2009:1), who states that 

on the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index, in terms of logistics expenditure, 

South Africa ranked 124
th 

out of 150 countries reviewed. This was blamed on various 

logistics problems such as inadequate infrastructure, rising fuel costs and increased 

road freight volumes. Muller (2009:2) highlighted a number of issues that currently 

have an influence on the competitiveness of the South African automotive industry.  

These include globalisation and market convergence (owing to the effects of 

liberalisation, national markets are increasingly globalised), individualisation (products 

need to be tailored and tailorable to satisfy individual requirements), required 

accelerated modification and diversification of the product portfolio (manufacturers 

therefore have to shorten product lifecycles in order to react with innovative products 

to the expectations of changing consumer demands), increasing safety requirements 

and a regulatory necessity and increased pressure for innovation and flexibility in 

development and manufacturing.   
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material and production constraints causing scheduling delays and short-term 

production changes. 

Based on the review in this article, it can be claimed that the South African automobile 

industry is an important contributing industry to the South African economy as well as 

the economy of the African continent. However, the industry still has a long way to 

becoming a significant player in the global automotive industry. In order to address the 

challenges in the supply chain and obtain a competitive advantage, the industry 

should adopt a supply chain strategy that would be responsive to meet customer 

demand and expectations. 

In addition, the South African automotive sector has to fight to remain locally viable 

and internationally competitive. On the local side, demand will have to be increased 

through vehicle financiers developing innovative ways to encourage new buyers. The 

industry will also have to make the best of the maintenance sub-sector, which will 

receive more attention as consumers hold on to their old cars. From a competitiveness 

perspective, the local component manufacturers will have to increase their capacity 

through focused government policy and financial assistance. The development of skills 

will also be crucial in helping not only component manufacturers but also vehicle 

manufacturers.  

The most important factor in reducing costs and improving competitiveness is 

increasing local content of locally produced vehicles. This will mitigate the high costs 

of component imports as well as the logistical issues of having to import them. The 

transport and infrastructure issues will also have to be ironed out, with efficient and 

cost-effective port services being a cornerstone of a globally competitive automotive 

industry. 
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